THE PRODUCTIVITY, FLEXIBILITY, AND CUSTOMER SERVICE TO RUN
BIGGER AS A SOLO PRACTITIONER
GREENFIELD, IN – UBCC is very well organized in many productivity aspects including file storage, tax
payment tracking, and batch queues which translate into great productivity benefits for my business. As a
solo practitioner, you would be well-advised to demo their software, it is the most productive, powerful and
flexible software I have ever used. Several software features come to mind as making my job easier, including:
•

UBCC came equipped with a file cabinet already organized for us, keyword searchable, taking only
seconds to retrieve a PDF file, while our old provider required us to create our own filing system.

•

UBCC’s tax payment tracking significantly reduces time and energy wasted looking for numbers that
are not located in the same report.

•

UBCC batch queues can learn repeated tasks so you never need to remember what reports each
individual client needs, the reports are automatically run each pay period!

POWER + CUSTOMIZED REPORTS = FLEXIBILITY
UBCC has increased our overall efficiency because of its power and flexibility in
manipulating raw data. UBCC’s report generator allows us to work more
efficiently than we could with our old provider. With UBCC we take raw data and
create an aggregated report so we are able to track history of tax payments made.
This report is added to our batch queues and run instantaneously in the
background when we complete a payroll. Getting customized reports out of our
previous technology was frustrating and time consuming, I had to spend 15-20
minutes manipulating existing reports. With UBCC I no longer have to do any of
that, their software automatically generates customized reports for each client,
which saves me a lot of time.

FEATURE REQUESTS ARE ALWAYS TAKEN SERIOUSLY
We are confident our feature requests are taken seriously and usually integrated
very promptly. Recently I made four software feature requests to UBCC. UBCC
integrated all requests within one to eight weeks, depending on the complexity of
the request. As a result, I have decreased the time I am involved in managing
clients’ payroll. After a feature request is added to UBCC software, they send the
updated file to me immediately and also send it in a monthly update to all UBCC
software users. UBCC’s responsiveness means the entire UBCC community can
benefit from each other.

David Sterrett
Payroll Professionals, LLC
Greenfield, IN
“UBCC’s level of support,
updates, and forethought in
software design has
enabled me to say YES to
every request I've ever
received from a client. I
have never known software
like UBCC’s, one that can
do a direct deposit to 9
different bank accounts for 1
employee.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE MAKES UBCC DIFFERENT
The support UBCC consistently provides is not the black hole it seems to be with many other businesses that
we deal with. UBCC has always been willing to help us in any way they could. Our support questions are
promptly and exhaustively answered.
Long before switching to UBCC, their team was diligent with follow -up and genuinely concerned about
helping us make a successful change to their payroll software. We never felt manipulated or forced to make
the move to their software. Every step of the way they offered to do anything we need to ease the transition
including communicate with or previous software provider or be a liaison for us through the process of
changing to their software.
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PRODUCTIVITY, FLEXIBILITY, AND PORTABILITY ADD UP
Write Up and payroll software that runs on your existing hardware.

Since 1981, UBCC’s multi-user, multi-tasking real-time software has helped accounting and payroll
practices manage their business with maximum productivity, flexibility, portability.
UBCC software has been engineered to allow for on-demand free flow of information, with the data in the client’s system
being the client’s property – not UBCC’s – allowing users to easily get information out at any time and for any reason. All
information in UBCC’s software data files can be sent to CSV or PDF files, and UBCC users can easily import huge
amounts of data from CSV files as well.
The PRODUCTIVITY features that UBCC has engineered into their software
go well beyond on-demand free-flowing CSV or PDF file information. Users
can set up their user station to work in a mouse-driven drop-down or tree-style
screen, or set user preferences and choose if he/she wants to work in a
heads-down shortcut keystroke command mode to achieve maximum
productivity. Whatever mode users find most comfortable or intuitive for their
preferences can be accommodated by UBCC. Each user get to define how
they want "their" UBCC to work. Users can easily run a one-minute payroll, or
print customized, unique, or even odd date reports immediately without any
delay for sorting from the technology.
UBCC software has the most FLEXIBILITY of any provider on the market.
Users import and export data in any order that is needed and do so from the
most commonly used accounting and tax preparation software providers
including CCH, Lacerte, UltraTax and Drake tax preparation software. It is
because of the highly flexible way in which UBCC technology has been
engineered that users can easily switch from one tax preparation software to
another. This level of flexibility becomes radically important when considering
the long-term ramifications of switching technology providers and risking some
software that won’t allow information out.
UBCC has engineered their software for maximum PORTABILITY. Users can
easily copy their entire UBCC software application and all client data files to a
thumbdrive and instantly use the software on different computer operating
systems – which is highly desirable and not common in software. UBCC runs
on over 700 platforms, including all Windows, Linux, and UNIX operating
systems, and even IBM mainframes. A practice using UBCC can grow from
one to hundreds of users or switch operating environments as needed, and
preserve its investment in hardware, data files, software and training time.
Portability means that a company can count on being able to run its
accounting, payroll, and tax software on a five-year old Windows-based PC or
the latest operating system.

2009 CPA MAGAZINE
TOP 50 PRACTITIONER PRODUCT!

"UBCC has a wellestablished national client
base, who for over a
decade have voiced their
opinions that UBCC has the
most flexible and productive
technology on the market."
T. Steel Rose, CPA,
Editor, CPA Magazine
“For 30 years we have
provided the accounting,
finance, and business
industries with technology
that allows for the highest
level of productivity while
remaining uniquely flexible
through inherent platformindependent design.”
Ken Garen, CPA
Co-founder and President, UBCC
http://twitter.com/ubcckengaren

UBCC OFFERS FOUR DIFFERENT SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Client Data
Center, Payroll Service Bureau, PEO Enterprise, and Real-Time Accounting
for Business. Modules include: Unified Payroll, General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Bank Reconciliation, Depreciation, Order
Billing, Inventory Management, and Job Management. Technical support and
customer service is available 24 hours a day, seven days per week.
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